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IPCC SR1.5
“Tipping points refer to critical thresholds in a system that, when 

exceeded, can lead to a significant change in the state of the system, 

often with an understanding that the change is irreversible. An 

understanding of the sensitivities of tipping points in the physical climate 

system, as well as in ecosystems and human systems, is essential for 

understanding the risks associated with different degrees of global 

warming. This subsection reviews tipping points across these three areas 

within the context of the different sensitivities to 1.5°C versus 2°C of 

global warming.”
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“knowledge and culture construct societal limits 
to adaptation, but these limits are mutable”
- Adger et al. (2009). 



Fig. 1 from Wise et al. 2014. Reconceptualising adaptation to climate change as part of pathways 
of change and response. Global Environmental Change 28: 325–336

IPCC : pathways of 
resilience
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“Interconnections among risks can span sectors and regions with multiple 
climatic and non-climatic influences, including societal responses to climate 
change and other issues (Helbing 2013; Moser and Hart 2015; Oppenheimer 
2013).” 
- Mach et al. 2016

 Risk inherently depends on values

 Include a “plurality of perspectives” *

 Consider interacting (non-linear) pressures



How do we define thresholds?
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What should we monitor to 
predict tipping points?



“both simulation and marine empirical studies 
suggest that within-year sampling increases the 
likelihood of detecting approaching tipping 
points”

What should we 
monitor?



“asynchrony among local communities 
enhanced metacommunity stability by a 
wide range of magnitudes”

Can emergent 
synchrony 
indicate 
approaching 
tipping point?



Limits are context dependent and change through 
time (Adger et al. 2009)

• How do we capture temporal autocorrelation in tipping 
points?

• Can deterioration in AR indicate approaching tipping 
point?

• Can emergent synergies indicate approaching tipping 
point?

Adger et al. (2009). Are there social limits to adaptation to climate change? 
Climatic Change, 93(3–4), 335–354. https://doi.org/10.1007/s10584-008-9520-z



Changes in variance

• Increased variance as indicator of approaching 
tipping point
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• Increased variance as indicator of approaching 
tipping point



Changes in variance

• Increased variance as indicator of approaching 
tipping point

• Decrease in variance increase in approaching 
tipping point?

• More synchrony  = less variance within a year but 
increased variance between years

• Declines in spatial heterogeneity indicate instability



slowing down in rates of recovery after a 
perturbation may provide advance warning 
that a critical transition is approaching

Recovery time 







Complex dimension model



Reduced dimension model



fn= Fraction of removed pollinators (e.g., prey)
fI= Fraction of removed mutualistic links (facilitation)k = pollinator mort. rate

Pollinator Plant Pollinator Plant



How can we build on this?





Potential approaches
• Add dynamics and stochasticity to tipping point analyses
• Add spatial and/or temporal autocorrelation to reduced 

dimension approach
• Use s”(x) approach to ID tipping points based on interactions
• Simulations? From indicator sets or existing data repos (RAM 

legacy, etc).
• Map these thresholds to climate change deg



• Functional redundancy
• Amplification/attenuation
• Species interactions
• Recovery time
• Spatial autocorrelation
• Reduced dimensionality approaches
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